MEMORANDUM
February 25, 1997
To:
cc:

David Marwell
Phil Golrick
Jeremy Gunn

From:

Joan Zimmerman

Subject:

USSS-FBI Liaison Files [62-27799]

The Review Board has already determined that files dated 1963 and 1964 are “assassination records.”
What follows is a list of suggested “assassination records” dated October 24, 1955 through November
26, 1968. This file complements records in the FBI file on Protection of the President.
Section 5: October 24, 1955-December 22, 1961
62-27799-332

-357
-360
-373
-385
-384
-383
-382
Section 6:

(8-23-57) [information on Edward P. Morgan, attorney for Robert
Maheu]
(12-16-55)[reference to USSS list similar to Security Index]
NR (5-1-58) [memo on destruction of records]
NR (4-3-58) [memo on destruction of records]
NR (9-29-58) [Treasury enforcement agencies]
(10-30-59) [White House Police officer charges anti-Catholic
attitudes among USSS agents]
(3-10-60) [FBI memo regarding WH Police Officer’s charge]
NR (3-9-61) [VP Johnson did not want USSS detail]
(8-3-61) [ President Kennedy appointed Gerald Behn to head White
House Detail]
(2-7-62) [information from FBI to USSS on inspection procedures]
(1-19-62) [inspection procedures]
(12-22-61)[dissemination of information from FBI to WH Detail]
[same as above]

June 25, 1962-March 9, 1964

The Review Board has already determined that records dated 1963 and 1964 are “assassination
records.” The following documents beginning June 25, 1962, are suggested “assassination records:”
62-27799-394 (6-25-62)

[Rowley’s comments on President Kennedy’s planned trip to

Mexico and FBI assistance]
-400
(10-31-62) [Hoover commended cooperation from Kellerman, Behn,
and deFreese of the White House Detail]
62-27799-402
(11-6-62)
[FBI memo regarding legislation to provide Secret Service
protection for the Vice President]
-404
(11-21-62) [FBI memo regarding fingerprint processing and lack of
check for dishonorable discharge from the military]
Section 7:

April 16, 1964-October 9, 1964

All are“assassination records.”
Section 8:

September 28, 1964-June 17, 1965

In addition to records dated 1964, the following are suggested “assassination records:”
62-27799-

(1-8-65) [meeting on FBI-USSS proposed draft agreement]
-515
(1-15-65) [follow up from meeting on Pres. Comm. On Warren Rpt.]
NR (1-18-65) [information regarding admission of aliens had not been
transmitted to USSS]
NR (1-19-65) [President’s Commission on the Warren Report]
NR (1-26-65) [President’s Commission on the Warren Report]
-517
(2-4-65) [question whether certain information had been supplied to
the USSS]
NR (2-5-65) [President’s Committee on the Warren Report]
NR (2-19-65) [President’s Committee on the Warren Report]
(2-8-65) [re: FBI-USSS agreement]
NR (2-4-65) [President’s Committee on the Warren Report]
NR (3-24-65) [follow up to President’s Committee on the Warren Report]
NR (3-29-65) [news clipping about USSS and Kennedy assassination]
NR (4-6-65) [news clipping about USSS and Kennedy assassination]
NR (4-5-65) [news clipping about USSS and Kennedy assassination]
NR (4-8-65) [teletype follow up to Pres. Committee]
-524
(4-2-65) [threats in USSS files and news clip referring to Kennedy]
-530
(5-4-65) [reference to the Warren Commission]
NR (6-16-65) [mentions Kennedy assassination in context of federal
legislation]
-538
(4-21-65) [post-Warren Commission appropriations to Treasury
Department]
NR (6-17-65) [memo on book mentioning USSS and Kennedy assassination]
- A NR (6-6-65) [newsclip on book about USSS that mentions assassination]
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Section 9: July 8, 1965-August 31, 1966
62-27799-542
62-27799-

(7-12-65) [follow up to Warren Commission]

(7-13-65) [legislation on penalties for killing the President]
-NR
(7-8-65) [legislation on penalties for killing the President]
(7-9-65) [legislation on penalties for killing the President]
-547
(9-21-65) [bill to authorize Secret Service agents to make arrestsmentions Kennedy assassination]
-548
(9-22-65) [bill to authorize Secret Service agents to make arrests]
-550
(9-16-65) [arrest power of Secret Service and FBI]
-551
(9-22-65) [arrest power of Secret Service agents]
-NR
(12-2-65) [legislation on penalties for killing the President]
-556
(11-30-65) [describes a new procedure the Secret Service had not used
before]
-NR
(12-21-65) [new notification procedures introduced by the Secret Service]
-NR
(1-20-66) [fate of the Dillon Committee]
-A
(3-11-66) [newsclip about post-assassination measures to protect]
-568
(4-21-66) [USSS-DOD agreement]
-NR
(4-12-66) [issues following up Warren Commission recommendations]
-NR
(4-22-66) [issues following up Warren Commission recommendations]
-NR
(5-3-66) [issues related to Inspector Kelley’s concerns about FBI
investigation]
(7-1-66) [individual who threatened President Kennedy in Tampa]
(6-22-66) [individual who threatened President Kennedy]
-NR
(6-6-66) [CIA agreement and reference to Warren Commission]

Section 10: September 8, 1966-November 26, 1968
62-27799-

(2-15-67) [memo to Rowley re: Cuban conspiracy to kill JFK]
-NR
(2-13-67) [memo re: Ed Morgan and Cuban conspiracy]
-NR
(10-21-66) [memo re: newsclip on Hoover recommendations for pres.
protection in Dec. 1963]
-NR
(10-18-66) [newsclip re: Hoover recommendation for presidential
protection memo Dec. 1963]
- NR
(10-7-66) [memo on Thos. Kelley comments on autopsy materials]
-602
(8-21-67) [memo on personnel changes at USSS/PRS]
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-NR
-637

(5-1-68) [memo on DOD support for USSS presidential protection]
(11-26-68) [letter re: DOD support for pres. protection]

Zimmerman e:\fbissfeb
4.5.2.9 and 4.16.2.9

